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ABSTRACT

This thesis covers the creation of the digital collectible card game Elemental Command.

The game’s systems and mechanics are designed based on a set of design objectives that are derived

from analysis of academic as well as industry sources. Mainstream games of the genre are analyzed to

determine how well their individual design choices support these objectives, and successful solutions

are expanded on to arrive at a final design that, while unique, prioritizes quality over innovation. A

particular novelty of this design is in the additional options it affords the players, by expanding on the

role of creature/minion positioning.

The game is implemented in C# Unity, using ~2500 lines of code. Data formats are developed for

defining game content, such that new cards and abilities (including variations in targeting parameters)

can be defined entirely in data, as long as the underlying effect is already implemented. 202 cards and

their associated abilities are defined using 1565 lines of raw text.

An AI opponent for the game is developed, based on an adversarial search strategy and using an

additional ~700 lines of C# code. A number of heuristics are developed to enable competent play and

achieve a level of efficiency where 12 turns of lookahead are deemed feasible on a medium tier laptop

computer without noticeable wait.
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1.



INTRODUCTION



1.1 Objectives and motivation

Trading card games have had a powerful impact since the release of Magic: The Gathering in 1993. A

billion cards were sold within the first 18 months and by 1999 the lead designer alone earned more

than a hundred million dollars for the sale of the company [0]. Since then the popularity has only

grown further, with a Las Vegas tournament in 2013 being watched by more than 140,000 streamers

[0] and the MTG Pro Tour alone being responsible for $250,000 of annual prize money [1].

A recent innovation of this genre is the advent of digital collectible card games that use the same

compelling game systems in a digital medium. This offers many advantages including offering players

a continual availability of opponents, removing all the production costs of physical components and

making the game open to patching and rebalancing. Several of these games have already proven

immensely successful, including Duel of Champions (released 2012, 1.5 million users [2] within a year

before additionally becoming available on Steam), Hearthstone (release date 2014, more than 1

million users before even going into open beta [3], months spent in top 5 of the most streamed games

in the world on twitch.tv before game was officially released) and Hex (in 2013 raised $2,300,000 on

Kickstarter [4] – an overfunding of 760% in pre-purchases alone) . Video game players have long since

proven willing to spend immense amounts on virtual goods, with the numbers from 2010 indicating a

worldwide revenue of $7.3 billion and a massive projected increase over the coming years [5]. All of

this points towards this genre of products being in an outstanding position to reap the benefit of this

growing market as well as having a defining impact on both game streaming and the eSports scene.

The ability to design the complex systems of such games holds obvious value, but it is notable that

both Hearthstone and Duel of Champions only offer limited AI opposition with fights that are partly

pre-scripted and mainly intended for tutorial purposes. While the emphasis of these games is clearly

on battling other players, an effective AI can be valuable for a number of purposes including:

-



Widening the possibility of single player games or game modes in the genre.

Easing the teaching process for new players.

Providing more consistent and fully configurable training opponents for experienced players.

The ability to rapidly simulate the outcome of a great number of games could be a valuable in

establishing and maintaining the game balance, which is a crucial and challenging aspect of

designing these products.
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-



Likewise, the option of rapid simulation could be valuable for players in simulating how a

particular deck design performs.

Considering the prizes involved in playing these games, a sufficiently skilled AI could be turned

into a “bot” and automate both play and income for a player.



1.2 Reading guide

This thesis assumes familiarity with the computer science concepts covered in the ACM core

curriculum [6]. Additionally the reader is assumed to have some familiarity with games and their

online communities, though not CCGs in particular.

The contents are as follows:

Section 2 describes the genre of collection card games and establishes basic vocabulary for those

without this prior knowledge.

Sections 3-6 detail the development of the game: Game design, implementation, GUI design and AI

design respectively.

Section 7 covers the work process of the thesis, briefly describing how actual development

corresponded to the initial schedule and describing the factors that were not accounted for at the

outset.

Section 8 acknowledges those whose help has aided me in this process.

Section 9 considers the applications and wider perspectives of these products.
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2 ANATOMY OF A COLLECTIBLE CARD

GAME (CCG)

In designing my CCG, I will be building on previous experience in the genre, with my primary sources

of inspiration being Magic: The Gathering (MTG), Hearthstone (HS) and Duel of Champions (DoC). This

section is intended as a brief summary of how such games typically function, as well as some of the

design choices that distinguish the individual games.

All talk of CCGs in this section is focused on providing an understanding of the most common form of a

CCG, rather than attempting to encompass every phenomenon of the genre. It should be noted that

MTG is the physical game that founded the best known form of the genre in 1993. DoC and HS are both

digital CCGs that released in 2013 and 2014 respectively.



2.1 The brief summary

A number of players (typically 2) each build a deck (a set of cards) from the pool of all cards they have

access to. Each game has a set of deck-building constraints (e.g. MTG’s “at least 60 cards total, no more

than 4 of a kind”).

At the start of the game each player draws a number of cards (his “starting hand”) from his deck. Many

CCGs include a mechanic that allows each player to shuffle the cards back into the deck and draw a

new starting hand (performing a “Mulligan”) within certain constraints (e.g. “you can only do so once”

or “you get one card less each time”), to reduce the luck factor of the starting hand.
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Screenshot from the CCG ‘Hearthstone’ by Blizzard Entertainment

The game then progresses in turn-based manner: In a turn, a player will typically draw a card and then

play a number of cards (subject to whatever constraints the particular game has on playing cards) and

use any cards that stay in play after being played (e.g. if the game has minions or creatures that can

attack and defend rather than being resolved instantly).

CCGs typically operate with a resource cost for playing cards. In this case, the resource will generally

become more plentiful during the course of the game, ensuring that the strongest cards cannot be

played until late in the game and that decks need good cards for most stages of the game.

In addition to a resource cost, CCG cards typically have a type as well as statistics relating to that

particular type of card. Common examples of types are “spells” which are resolved with an immediate

effect (e.g. “draw two cards” or “deal 3 damage to target”) and “minions” (also known as “creatures”)

which stay in play in order to attack and defend.

In CCGs which use the minion type, minions typically have at least the two attributes “attack” and

“health”. In this case, when a minion attacks another minion, they both deal their attack damage to the

other minion’s health value and any minion reduced to 0 or less health dies. Common constraints for

minion type cards are that they can attack once per turn and not in the turn they were played.

CCGs have an objective in order to win the game. A common form of this is that each player has a

health value that can be decreased by attacking the player with e.g. spells or minions, and that the

game is won when all opponents are reduced to 0 or less health. An alternate and often supplementary

objective is that many games let an opponent be defeated when he has to draw cards after his deck is

already empty.

Many CCGs (or their communities) describe the persistent state of the game as the “game board”. This

typically includes all cards that are effectively on the table but not those in the player’s hands. This is

mainly important for keeping track of all cards that stay in play (e.g. “minions”). This can be as simple

as keeping track of all the cards that are in play, who their owners are and whether their attributes

have changed in any way (e.g. they have taken damage or a spell made them stronger). Some games

use more complex solutions, such as also making the relative position minions matter (e.g. minions
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